Bradford EDucational Simulation language fOr Continuous Systems (BEDSOCS), is an interactive digital computer language designed to allow the easy solution of problems described in terms of ordinary differential equations. The language uses Dartmouth BASIC as the procedural language and, like most BASIC systems, operates interpretively. BEDSOCS has such advanced features as automatic equation sorting, variable-step integration and graphic displays. The equations describing the simulation need not be represented in terms of block diagrams, but rather are entered much like ordinary differential equations. Above all, because BEDSOCS uses an interpreter, there is no compilation time. This allows users to write and debug programs quickly at the cost of longer execution time. BEDSOCS, written by Geoffrey Brown (1973) at the University of Bradford, can be implemented on an HP2100 computer having 16k words of memory. The system uses HP BASIC as a subset and supports floating point firmware and a Tektronix storage display. Many options are available for implementing BEDSOCS. However, the authors used a single user version distributed on paper tape. Using BASIC as a subset, BEDSOCS partitions a program into a control region, which contains BASIC statements, and a dynamic region, which describes the representation of the system to be simulated. In the control region the user can program in BASIC to establish initial conditions, set control variables and perform general computation and input/output. The dynamic region contains the representation of the set of differential equations (see Fig. 1 ). The control region is divided into the initial region and the terminal region. The initial region precedes the dynamic portion of the BEDSOCS program and is used to set initial conditions and control variables to be used in the dynamic region. The terminal region is executed when the simulation is completed. This region is generally used to perform final calculations, print results, or loop back for iterative differential equation solving runs. The dynamic region of a BEDSOCS program contains the 'representation set'. This is a set of equations and procedure blocks representing the simulation to be performed. Fig. 2 shows a typical procedure block, enclosed by the 'PROCED' and 'PROEND' statements. The 'PROCED' statement has the form:
(statement no.) PROCED <output list) = <input list) where the <input list) contains the dependent variables used within the procedure block and the <output list) contains the dependent variables which are assigned values by the procedure block. Within a procedure block, the user may describe nonlinear functions or other operations involving any BASIC statement just as in the control region. There may be any number of procedure blocks within a BEDSOCS program. However, a variable may not occur in the output list of two procedure blocks. Inputs and outputs of procedure blocks are sorted just like those of a defined variable equation.
Equations of the representation set differ from BASIC statements in their location and form. These statements are not preceded by the 'LET' identifier of BASIC and they are automatically sorted into a BASIC program which evaluates derivatives and then updates state variables (integration). For example, the following differential equation may be expressed in BEDSOCS with the aid of the 'DER' identifier. 
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• -i / : ? - region is split into two sections, a procedural part and the representation set. When control flows into the dynamic region, it encounters the first procedural section. This region (transparently to the user) repeats derivative calls and integration steps as determined by the derivative computing routine, defined by procedure blocks and equations within the representation set. This routine is executed until a communication point is encountered. Such points occur at regular intervals set by the user in the control region, or at points determined by test values described by 'EXIT' statements. When a communication point occurs, execution is transferred to a procedural section of the dynamic region following the equations section of the program, typically to produce output. Fig. 3 shows a program which uses the communication points by means of the 'EXIT' statement. When the value of the inequality in the 'EXIT' statement changes from 'FALSE' to 'TRUE', the program transfers control to the procedural section following the representation set as shown. BEDSOCS uses a 4th order Runge-Kutta-Merson integration routine which allows variable step sizes. By using control variables, the user can set the error tolerance and the minimum step size. As the simulation continues, the step size is adjusted according to the estimated truncation error.
In a variable step integration, the user does not choose the values of the independent variable at which solutions are evaluated. For example, Fig. 3 shows a program which finds the initial angle and velocity necessary for a projectile to pass over a wall and hit a target on the other side. For this procedure it is necessary to know the altitude of the projectile as it passes over the wall. The 'EXIT' statement in line 250 causes the integration routine to back up and hit the point where X becomes r\ r\ r\ r\ Fig. 5 greater than or equal to W. In this way particular points may be evaluated while areas of lesser interest may be passed over using larger integration steps. The BEDSOCS display system is completely automatic. To display the variable X as it is evaluated, it is only necessary to place a 'DISPLA Y X' statement in the equation section of the program. This will display X as a function of the independent variable as the simulation is performed. The axis values are generally set in the control region of the program, but they may be dynamically altered through the communication (procedural) sections or the procedure blocks. BEDSOCS automatically draws the axes and plots a multiplicity of lines. For example, 'DISPLA Y T; A, B, C" draws the variables A, B, and C against the variable T throughout the simulation. Although only one display statement may be active at a time, special 'USE' statements allow a choice among several display statements. Each statement is activated at a different time during the execution.
In order to measure the execution times for BEDSOCS programs, PHYSBE, a well known benchmark program (Korn and Wait, 1976) , was used. This program simulates the human circulatory system. Fig. 4 contains a diagram of the seven differential equations describing blood flow. The system is driven by the two chambers of the heart, represented by a table of values (Table 1) . Table 2 shows how BEDSOCS compares with other simulation systems in time required to execute PHYSBE. Although BEDSOCS is comparatively slow (execution time of 22 seconds per heart beat), its interpretive features greatly reduce development time. Fig. 5 is a sample PHYSBE execution.
Perhaps the most significant feature of BEDSOCS is the ease with which it can be mastered. Using BASIC as a procedural language and implementing the representation set in a familiar format allows even the novice to write complex simulation programs. BEDSOCS not only requires no compilation time, but also greatly simplifies debugging. For users requiring immediate response on small problems, BEDSOCS is an attractive simulation language.
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oriented processing system (CHEOPS) illustrates the seminal influence of Al on computer science. It describes special hardware to deal with the search part of chess programs, it makes practical a depth of 8 or 9 while experimenting with different heuristic strategies.
The special hardware is front ended by conventional computers to relieve it of I/O and housekeeping. The short paper includes a description of the facilities used to design and fabricate the hardware. There are 16 accumulators, a 1024 words pushdown list, a chess array module to carry out as single instructions standard checks, moves and other operations; microcode is used. The paper by Arlazarov and Futer is concerned with the king rook pawn against king rook end game. Data structures are developed to minimise storage and processing, symmetries and other properties are used to cut down further the number of cases (about 10 9 ). Starting with the end positions the resulting reduced set is generated iteratively and classified into win or draw with the appropriate move. The paper by Adelson-Velsky, Arlazarov and Donskoy on algorithms of adaptive search in computer chess uses influence relations to construct mathematical expressions in terms of graphs and trees for various situations such as attack, pin, check, etc. The results of various searches are stored using appropriate data structures. The first paper in the section on knowledge engineering is by Buchanan on issues of representation in conveying the scope and limitations of intelligent assistant programs. The paper starts with a brief description of DENDRAL, the famous expert system to aid chemists in determining chemical structures. The main modules include CONGEN which generates a large number of possible structures consistent with the given chemical and spectroscopic data, the planner which interacts with the chemist to make use of his expert knowledge, and the meta-dendral which makes use of the accumulated structure-spectrum data to formulate new rules to explain the behaviour of compounds. The paper concentrates on the internal representation most suitable in communicating with the users and experts, documentation issues, and communicating the progress of the computation in the form of a laboratory notebook including a trace of the reasoning steps. The second paper by Briabrin describes the internal structure of DILOS, the system described in the paper by Pospelov and Pospelov above. It consists of a set of LISP programs to set up and search a data base, initiation of application programs, logical analysis of the problem area, and consistency checking of new facts added to the data base. The final section is on natural language and the first paper on natural language for interaction with a data base by Senin is also on DILOS. It is concerned with the linguistic processor module which developed the ^-language for user communication with the system. The paper by Narin'jani describes the Al work in the Siberian branch of the USSR academy of sciences. This concentrates on the nondeterministic behaviour model in robot control and formal models, semantic representation and interrogation methods in the area of natural languages. The final paper is on purposive understanding by Schank and DeJong. It starts with a short and clear review of the various stages of developing the SAM computer system to understand natural language, then describes in more detail a new system, FRUMP, which concentrates in a top down fashion on selective rather than total understanding. I. M. KHABAZA (London) 
